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1.

The CHAIRMAN (Italy) (translation from French):

I declare open.the three

hundred and fifteenth meeting of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament.
2.

Before calling on the representative of Sweden, who is the only speaker for

this morning, I should like to tell the Committee the reason for the change in the
rotation of the chairmanship at the last meeting.
the

Chair.~

On that day Italy was due to take

but, as the occasion coincided with the arrival of the new head-·of ·the

Italian delegation, the representative of Mexico kindly agreed to change places with
him.

I should

l~ke

Committee that the

3.

to thank the representative of Mexico, and to assure the

norm~l

rotation will now be resumed. :

Mr. EDELSTAJA (Sweden):

.

~·

In a statement made before the Committee on 29 June

the head of.the•Swedish delegation, Mrs. Alva M&rdal, dealt with tli~· subject of a
treaty banning underground nuciear tests (ENDC/PV .309).

She· put f.or:yrar9- inter alia

some findings and suggestions of a technical nature i.ntended as a contribution to
end if possible the present deadlock on the question of control methods to be employed
to monitor such a treaty.

With that statement the Swedish delegation wanted to start

a new discussion in the Committee on this subject in order to find out if

th~

time was not

now ripe to bring the matter of a comprehensive test-ban treaty to a successful end.
4.

..

Vfe have since been gratified to note that other delegations are similarly

preoccupied with this subject.

I have in mind, of course, the important statements

made.by the representative of the United States, Mr. Fo~ter, at the meeting of
11 July (ENDC/PV.312), and by the representative of the'Soviet·u~ion;

Mr. ·Roshchin,

at the meeting of 13 July (ENDC/PV.313).
5.

Mr. Foster put a number of

~~estions

to this delegation asking for further·

information which, he said, the United States Government needed for its study of some
of the points made in Mrs. Myrdal 1 s speech.

Mr. Foster's questions will be found

i~

We hope that satisfactory answers to

the Swedish delegation's document entitled

. "Memorandum on the control of an underground test ban treaty" (ENDC/191}, which we.s
distributed yesterday and is available to representatives here today.

The remarks

which I am about to make with specific reference to these questions should be studied
together.with that document to become meaningful.
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(Mr. Edelstam, Sweden)
6.

I have to add, however, that some of the questions put to us by·the United States

delegation cannot· be satisfactorily answered by words alone.

The answers would have

·'

to be·put'into matnematical language to be complete.
.this in our memorandum;
around this table.

We have not attempted to do

it woUld have made the paper inaccessible to most of us

Some of the mathematical descriptions are,·however, already

available to specialists in the technical document referred to in footnote 1 of the
memorandum.

-with this important reservation; I will now treat Mr. Foster·' s questions

one by one.
7.

The first one deals with our statement that only one earthquake will be mistaken

for an explosion in

fifte~n

numbers is described in

years.

gener~l

The method of calculation

use~.

to obtain these

terms in our memorandum (pages 1, 2).

The data that

were used are also defined in the text.
8.

The second question deals with the sufficiency of deterrence·afforded by

particul~ verification methods.

Here I wish to emphasize that t~e purpose of the

control system, as we see it, should be to deter from violations of the treaty..
purpose would not be to provide intelligence facts.

We hope

tha~

Its

our document·

contains a satisfactory description of how we came to consider the particular·
deterrence level of 10 per cent to be sufficient.
.outlining our evaluation

I wish to refer to page 4,

this point.

I may add that, to our knowledge,·the
.
same percentage figure has been used in the past in corresponding calculations by
~n

.

United States scientists.

9.

The't~ird question deals with the ·inspection case.

statement that 'the. British

11

Mr. Foster questioned our

coniplexity" method of identification from long dist.ance

' could reduce tlie·need for inspections to one in two years.

Once again, this was the

result of the calculations made by using the method that we have tried to describe
in general terms in our memorandum.
10.

We have also in our document explained how we arrived at the particular level

of on-site inspection· efficiency useQ. in our calculations (page 5) o

In this

connexion we look forward to the further technical information of the event location
problems connected with this issue which was promised by Mr. Foster in his .statement.
11.

Finally, in answer to the question on the magnitude of seismic events considered,

we hope that it has been made clear in our document•how this particular point was
treated (page 3).

'
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•

!

(Mr.

•

Edelstam, Sweden)

1~.: ... ,..Let. Ipe add as a further ~x:p~anlittion to readers of our. m~mor!3-ndum that our
ass~ssment o~

the control cai_>abilities depep.ds, of course,, on the d_ata use~ and on

the pol~tical.requirements we_put into,our calcu~ations.
,.

•

•

•

•

I

Other investigat9rs might

•

well w;a~t to. :use anothe:r set .. of politica;t.:.req~irements on deterrence. against
violati.ons and assurance aga.i~?;S~ ,mistakes:.about earthquakes.
lead.to other results.

13.,

}~~-Foster,

in his

..
state~ent 1 .also

security and arms control measures.
ot:~: ;w~~th~r.

These would in turn

dealt with the relationship between national

"The appeal of arms control measures must rest

theY: e$a~c;:~ · j;h~ s~.~urity of ..the nation_s agreeing to :them" 1 he said
H~ went ..on.

(ENDC/PV .-312,. para. 9).

:!io say:

, .

··.:"To be consonant with security, .:a· comprehensive test-ban treaty must afford

a means for

verif~~ng

that each party is ·fulfilling its obligations.
expecte~

to cease an activity in ~?ich
..
are engaged and which is an.·. important factor in their
strategic
relationship
. .
.
.

is to say 7 ,one of two parties cannot be
. . bo~h

That

;

~

un;tess i:b is convinced :the.;j:,
(~.

14.

7

-t~e.
•

other
party
also is ending that activity."
•
!
•

para. lQ) •

We should ;npt wish to

disp~te.

·..

But we are confident that by using

this thesis.

;

a deterring

sys~em

of con-trol in

con~ormi~y

''·

forwar~,

with the ideas which we have put

a treaty.banning all nuclear tests would serve the purpose of national security.
.
. . .
·.. .
·.
. . :. .
15. ~r •. Roshc.h=i:A po:i,nted. o-qt .that the npn-proliferation t;r~a.ty should be considered ';

'

•

•

...

:

• !

d

"· •• as a first step towards the cessation of the nuclear arms
~n

the .elimination of nuclear :weapons. .
... tr.eai;y, by bringing ,aboU;·t a higher
'

States, would

op~n

~egree
.

up IJ?.OrG. :.':- 7o::.l.·::tb:.!..:::-

~ace,

•

•

'

towards . ,

our opinion the conclusion. ~f such a
.o:t: ..c.o:qfidence i.n relations between
·'

. . ...

. .

pcs~i~i.li ties

other disarmrument questions and in the first place

.

:

.·

.

o~ ~u~stions

.

of nuclear
!

disarmament".

.... ! .

for achieving agreement on
j

(!NDClEV.313, uara. 15)
0

••

,,

He went on to say:
"One of the most important ste_ps towards. nuclear disarmament would

b~

discontinuation by the nuclear Powers of all tests .. of nucleax: we?'1?ons,
underground, nuclear explosions".

(;ibid. z..;.para. 17)

..

....

the
~ncluding
,.,• i: :
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(Mr. Edelstam, Sweden)
16.

It is indeed the opinion of the whole world that a treaty to this effect would

constitute a real proof of the good will of the nuclear-weapon Powers to put an end
.
. '
to the constant refinement of their enormous nuclear stockpiles.
I will not reiterate

.

once again what was said in our earlier statement on this score.
Co~ittee

remind the

of the general framework in which we have

I only wish to

pl~ced

the ideas of a

technical nature which we advanced in our earlier statement and which we are bringing
forward again today.
17..

Finally, let me say that we have noted with appreciation the statements by both

the United States and the Soviet representatives that their Governments do desire
to seek

~n

effective

comprehensi~e

the Eighteen-Nation Connni ttee on
of this political will.

test-ban treaty.

Disarmam~nt

We view the discussion which

has now engaged upon as a further proof

This spirit should make it possible for the Committee to

work out during its current session a draft text of a treaty banning all nuclear tests.
The

Conferenc~

decided to issue the following communique:

· "The Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament today
held its 315th plenary meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under the
chairmanship of H.E. Ambassador Roberto Caracciolo, representative of Italy.
"Statements were· made by the representatives of Italy and Sweden.
"The delegation of Sweden tabled a Memorandum on the control of an
.
1'
underground test ban ~reaty.~
"The next meeting of the Conference :will be held on Tuesday, 25 July 1967,
at 10.30 a.m."
The meeting rose at 10.50 a.m.
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